Key 2016 Milestones

**Research**
- ASSURE Program Management Review
- UAS COE Research Expo

**Technical**
- Proposed COE Research Reviewed by AVS TCRG*
- Draft Strategic Plan
- Micro UAS ARC* Final Report
- Expanded Part 107 Rulemaking Plan Approved

**Outreach**
- Stakeholder Symposium
- Draft Implementation Plan
- Micro UAS ARC* Final Report
- Part 48 Commercial Registration

**Strategic Planning**
- AUVSI Xponential
- Final Command and Control (C2) MOPS**
- Final Detect and Avoid (DAA) MOPS**

**Rulemaking**
- ASSURE Program Management Review
- Stakeholder Group Meeting
- Results of Initial COE Research Projects Due
- 2017 Business Plans Start
- UAS TAAC 2016
- Micro UAS NPRM^*^**

**Draft**
- 2017 Business Plans Start
- Final Detect and Avoid (DAA) MOPS**
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